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ABSTRACT

Natural grouping is a sorting techniqute that aims to combine some of the
advantages of both qualitative and quantitative research. The respondents
are asked to split a set of stimuli into two groups, then split each of
these groups again into two groups, and so on, and to give their reasons
for splitting. It appears that correspondence analysis is well suited to
present results of the splitting process. In the case of natural grouping a
theorem is proved that provides a specific interpretational background for the
graphical representation of the data. The technique is suited to represent
similarities between stimuli such as a large set of brands in a market
structure study.

Key words: sorting, scaling, computer assisted interviewing, image, market
structure
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1. Introduction
*

In large areas of market research, opinion research and fundamental
psychological research one is concerned with the perception of stimuli. Such
stimuli may be of various nature: products, brands, firms, advertisements,
human faces, politicians, paintings, styles of architecture etcetera.
Basically there are three different types of research approaches to gather
information about the perception and evaluation of stimuli.

t
Firstly, in qualitative research open interviews are conducted, with the

aid of checklists, probing as deep as possible into the mind of the
respondents. Qualitative research is a good means to reach an understanding of
what aspects are relevant for the individual's perception of stimuli, but it
is difficult to assess quantitatively the importance of these aspects and to
aggregate te idiosyncratic response patterns. Moreover, qualitative analysis
is costly because it is time consuming and requires highly skilled
interviewers.

Secondly, in quantitative research respondents are usually confronted with
large questionnaires in which the respondents are asked to give their opinion
on many aspects of each of the stimuli. This is a tedious task, which may lead
to response effects because the respondents get bored. Although e.g. factor-
analytic models are conceptually a perfect means to analyze the evaluations
of the respondents, the results may be worthless because the data were
invalid in the first place. Only a small set of stimuli with few evaluative
statements can be successfully treated by the ordinary questionnaire approach.

Thirdly, an often used approach is analysis of the similarity of stimuli.
There is a variety of ways in which respondents can be asked to judge the
similarity of stimuli, e.g. presenting triads and asking which pair of stimuli
is most similar or ranking pairs of stimuli with respect to preference. Then
there are many variants of multidimensional scaling to represent the
similarity of the stimuli in a low dimensional space. A related approach is to
have a set of stimuli grouped into a number of subsets. The number of subsets
may vary among individuals. From such a grouping procedure a similarity matrix,
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may be constructed (e.g. counts how many times stimuli were grouped into the
same subset); an alternative approach is to apply correspondence analysis to
the subsets, see Gifi (1981). All methpds have in common that they are aimed
to identify dimensions according to which the stimuli are perceived. For the
respondents it is an interesting task; hence the data usually can be
considered as valid. Unlike the quantitative approach, however, they do not
contain the reasons why stimuli are considered similar or dissimilar.

t

Natural grouping is most related to the third approach. The respondents are
presented with a set of stimuli that has to be sorted. The procedure also
contains some of the advantages of both the qualitative and the quantitative
approach without the disadvantages. In section 2 the procedure is explained.
In section 3 some simple examples of the output of the procedure are discussed.
Theoretically the most satisfactory analysis procedure is correspondence
analysis. Some basic concepts of this technique are discussed in section 4.
Section 5 deals with the special case of correspondence analysis of the data
of only one respondent/ In section 6 the consequences for the case of more
respondents are discussed. The next step is the use of supplementary elements,
which is the subject of section 7. In section 8 the well known horseshofc
effect is treated in the context of natural grouping Section 9 deals with the
stability of the results. Section 10 concludes.

2. The natural grouping procedure

Let us assume that the set of stimuli consists of broad food categories

50 - (cheese, potatoes, jam, meat, milk, fish, eggs, nuts and crisps, rice,
peanut butter, meat products, fruit)

A respondent is asked to split this set into two groups, according to his own
criteria. He may then form the following groups

51 - {cheese, milk, eggs, meat products, peanut butter, jam),

and
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52 - SpXSi.

The second group is the complement of this set. Then the respondent is asked
why he split the total set of stimuli into these particular groups. His
criterion may be that S^ consist of products that are used with cold meals.
Then he is asked to split S^ again into two groups. Then he may form

%
53 - {peanut butter, jam)

and

Again he is asked to give his reasons for this split. The reason may be that
the products are sweet and that they are not very healthy. It is essential
that the interviewer presses the respondent to give his reasons for splitting
extensively, thus generating as much information as possible. The grouping
process stops when the respondent runs out of criteria for splitting.

Figure 1. Example of a natural grouping tree: sets and attributes

level cold meal other occasions

J

sweet
not healthy

>i ;
not sweet not

healthy

52
warm meal
vitamins

i l l i

S3 S4 S5 S6
dairy other like don't like

1 1 i i
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The data for one respondent have the following tree structure as given in
figure 1. The vertices correspond to the sets; the edges are labeled by
the reasons for splitting or attributes as given by the respondent. For
clarity this is a simplified example. Usually, respondents give more
comments during the grouping process. The tree may, however, realistically
represent a natural grouping after receding of the data into a small
number of categories. As will be shown later, receding plays an important
role in the data analysis stage. As figure 1 shows, the tree does not have
to be regular. In one branch, tjhe grouping may stop at an earlier level
than in an other branch. Also, the sizes of the groups may be different.
And, finally, every respondent is allowed to construct his own tree.

The above sketched procedure can be applied to a wide variety of stimuli.
These stimuli can be products, display cards with the names of the products,
photographs, storyboards of previously shown TV-advertisements etcetera. The
most convenient way of data collection is by personal computer with a program
that is tailor-made for natural grouping. Given the unpredictable shape of the
trees, the data processing stage is costly when the data are collected with
paper and pencil. The role of the interviewer is critical. He has to extract
as much information as possible without leading the respondent. It is our
experience that in a good interview the most interesting information emerges
in the middle part of the grouping process. The first splits usually refer to
broad general categories that contain only general information to the
researcher (although the agreement among the individuals on these categories
still may be of interest). The final splits often are ideosyncratic
descriptions of the individual stimuli. In the middle part the respondents
have to make non-trivial splits and therefore are have to realize precisely
how they feel about the presented stimuli. Experience shows that the
respondents find the natural grouping task pleasant and interesting. They are
able to handle sets that contain over 60 stimuli.
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3, Simple results of natural grouping
*

At first sight it may not be clear how trees that have different shapes for
different individuals can be combined into meaningful information. Before we
turn to correspondence analysis, we give some simple examples of lists and
tables that can be extracted from the data.

* *
The most straightforward way to analyze the results is to make a simple

list of all the statements of the respondents with the corresponding stimuli
sets. When the stimuli are products, brands or firms, such a list can be
regarded as a "dictionary of the market", i.e. it contains everything
respondents have to say about the research area.

A second basic table is a similarity matrix of the stimuli. Such a table
can simply be constructed by counting the number of times pairs of stimuli are
placed together into one group. Such a matrix is sketched in table 1.

Table 1. A sketch of a similarity matrix of stimuli

cheese
potatoes
jam
meat

cheese po
60
3
15
23

tatoes
3
48
0
34

jam
15
0
38
4

meat .......
23 .......
34 .......
4 .......
57 .......

The diagonal shows how many times a stimulus was grouped into a subset (summed
over all respondents). The table also shows that potatoes and cheese were
grouped together 3 times. Table 1 may serve as the basis for multidimensional
scaling.
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In order to relate stimuli to attributes in a summary table it is
necessary to code the open answers into* closed categories . Such categories may
be broad descriptive classes, but also one may recode from a specific
theoretical point of view, for instance cognitive versus affective combined
with positive and negative appreciation of a stimulus. In this way one can
characterize a market as being e.g. a cognitive market. This can be take into
account with promotion of new products.

\
4. Correspondence analysis

Basically, correspondence analysis is a technique for the decomposition of
two-way frequency tables. Although the algebraic principles were already
known before the second world war (Hirschfeld, 1935, Fisher, 1940), the
technique was fully developed only in the late sixties by the French
school (Benzecri, 1976) » Nowadays, correspondence analysis has become a
common tool in market research (Hoffman and Franke, 1986; Carrol et al,
1986; Sikkel, 1981). Important textbooks in English are Greenacre (1984) and
Gifi (1981).

Let P be an mxn two-way frequency table with cell frequencies
relative to the grand total, i.e.

X X
i j

The marginals are given by

Pi* - I Pij (2)
j

and
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P+j - I Pij •

Then we can assign scale values g£X) , g£1} , . . . , g4n to the rows and
MX) » *4l* » • • •» ̂ n *} to t̂ ie columns such that they are maximally
correlated given the probability distribution pld. The correlation between
the g- and the h-values we denote by px . This triple (g(1), h(1), px) is
called the first factor. It expresses the main contrast in the table. A
two-way table usually contains more than one contrast; in order to express
more contrasts we need more factors. Thus we may calculate scale values
gi2}. Si2}. • • • > gi2} to the rows and h£2>, h£2>, . . . , h£2> to the
columns such that they are uncorrelated to the first factor but, given that
condition, again are maximally correlated. Their correlation is denoted by
P2 . This is the second factor. In this way we may continue to calculate a
third, fourth, ... factor. In many instances, however, the first two
factors give a satisfactory representation of the contents of the table.
Usually, the factors are standardized in such a way that their averages are
equal to zero and the variance of g(k) and h(k) is equal to p|. The here
given definition of correspondence analysis is only one out of many
possible introductions. There are relations with principal components
analysis, canonical correlations and discriminant analysis for which we
refer to Greenacre (1984). Here we mention only those properties that are
relevant to our special case of natural grouping.

The first property that we will use later is the distance between two
columns in the factor space. Let us assume that we need k factors to give
an exact description of P (generally, k is the minimum of m-1 and n-1).
Then these factors describe a k-dimensional space. In this space, the
squared distance between the columns j and j' is given by the formula:

p+j p+j
Pi+ (4)
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the ̂ -distance between the column fractions. When we restrict ourselves to
only a limited number (usually two) of factors, the distances between the
columns can be regarded as best low-dimensional approximations to the x2-
distances. A similar property holds for the rows.

A second property that we will need later is the relation between rows
and columns. If g(k), h(k) and pk are a factor they satisfy the following
transition formulae.

and

(6)

These formulae say that, apart from the factor pk, the g-values are the
averages of the h-values in the corresponding row and that a similar
property holds for the h-values.

A third important property is the special case where correlations are
equal to 1. When /̂ -l, we may split the set R of rows into Rx and R2 and
the set C of columns into Cx and C2 such that the sub-tables R!XC2 and
R2x^i are empty. Then the g-values of the first factors in Rx are equal as
well as the g-values in R2, the h-values in Cx and the h-values in C2. When
P1-P2- ... -Pk-1 there is an analogous property. We can split C into Cx,
C2 » • • • ck + i and R into Ri » R2 » • • • » Rk+i sucil that only the tables R1xC1 ,
R2xC2 , ..., Rfc + î k + i â e non-empty and the g- and h-values in the
corresponding sets are equal for the first k factors. We will use this
property later as respondents split stimuli in disjoint sets.

A fourth property, which is very often met in practice, is the horseshoe
effect. This effect occurs when both rows and columns of the table have a
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natural ordering such that the rows increase with the columns. This is
often the case when some one-dimensional (latent) variable determines both
rows and columns. A typical example is a table of education by income. On
the average income increases with education; both variables are linked with
'socio-economic status. In such tables the second factor is a quadratic
function of the first. A plot of the first two factors takes the shape of a
horseshoe. This effect is extensively treated in Schriever (1985).

5. Correspondence analysis on a single tree

In this section we consider the outcomes of correspondence analysis when the
tree of only one respondent is considered. The results may aid the
interpretation in case the data of more respondents are analyzed. In order to
apply correspondence analysis on natural grouping data the tree has to be
translated into a table that may serve as input for the analysis. This is
achieved by representing the vertices of the tree as a row of zeroes and ones:
'0' indicates that a-stimulus does not belong to the corresponding subset;
fl' indicates that a stimulus does belong to the corresponding subset. Thus
the tree in figure 1 can be translated into the following matrix:

CPJMMFENRPMF
101010100110 (cold meal)
010101011001 (other occasions)
001000000100 (sweet, not healthy)
100010100010 (not sweet)
100010000000 (dairy)
000000100010 (other)
000000010000 (not healthy)
010101001001 (warm meal, vitamins)
000100001000 (like)
010001000001 (don't like)

The stimuli are coded in the order in which they appear in S0 .
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The individual branches are not of interest; in the analysis we only
consider the stimuli (columns of the matrix). The chi-squared distances*between the columns can be interpreted as dissimilarity measures. The more
two stimuli are grouped together, the smaller the distance. Cheese and milk,
for instance, are always in the same group and therefore have zero distance.
It appears that a special class of trees that are coded this way has
analytically tractable factors. To this end we define:$

a regular tree of level k is a tree of which all the branches end at
level k. l

The tree in figure 1 is not regular because two branches end at level 2 and
the other branches end at level 3. A regular tree of level k ends with 2k
groups. Note that these groups may be different in size. The following two
theorems hold.

Theorem 1. For any tree the first factor has p̂ l. The h-values
corresponding to Sl are equal; the same holds for the h-values
corresponding to S2.

Theorem 2. Correspondence analysis on a regular tree of level k leads to 2k-l
factors. Every factor corresponds to a split, i.e. if the split
refers to Sj and Sĵ  then the h-values corresponding to S^ are
equal, the h-values of S^1 are equal and the h-values of
S0\(Sj U Sj + 1) are zero. If this split is on level r then the value
of p is equal to {(k-r+l)/k}*.

The proof of theorem 1 is trivial; it follows immediately from the third
property described in section 4. Theorem 2 is proved in the appendix. Both
theorems have important implications for the interpretation of results of
correspondence analysis. Theorem 2 shows that for a regular tree of level k
every factor has an interpretation. For irregular trees the properties the
solution of correspondence analysis is not analytically tractable, but in
practice it appears to resemble the solution of regular trees. As a
consequence it follows that the lower factors may contain interesting
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information. It may happen that the most interesting split occurs only at
level 4, which is represented by one of the factors 8 to 15. Unlike other
types of correspondence analysis (e.g. homogeneity analysis), there are no*factors which can be considered to be only artefacts: every factor can
immediately be translated to a contrast in the data, which is one of the
basic interpretations in correspondence analysis.

6. Generalization to more than one tree

Correspondence analysis on onfe tree may be considered to be a mathematical
curiosity; when, however, there is more than one tree, it provides a solid
interpretational background. When there is more than one respondent,
correspondence analysis is applied to exactly the same matrix of stimuli by
branches as in the case of one tree. Considering that the first factor of
one tree always has p^ 1, we often can interpret the first factor of more
trees to be the most common split at top level; p^ can be interpreted as a
coefficient of agreement: if all respondents would have made exactly the
same split at top level we would obtain pj,-!. If, on the other hand, half
of the respondents would have made the same split at top level, and the
other half of the respondents would have made a completely different split,
then we would obtain a solution with approximately px - p2 (<1). An example
is given in figure 2. The stimuli are given in lower case letters. The
placement of the attributes is discussed in the next section. From figure 2
it appears that most respondents start with making a distinction between
peanut butter, jam and nuts and crisps on the one hand and the rest of the
products on the other hand. The values of pl and p2 are relatively close,
indicating that a large minority starts by making a distinction between
products that are associated with a cold meal and those with a hot meal.

In order to evaluate the absolute values of p we have to know something
about the average level of the trees, which was, like in figure 1, somewhere
between 3 and 4. For one tree, the values of p2 and p3 would be between
the square root of 2/3 and the square root of 3/4, roughly equal to 0.84. Of
course, the disagreement among the respondents has the same lowering effect
here as it has on pl. If the same coefficient of agreement was to apply on
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Figure 2. Correspondence analysis of^food categories, factor 1 and 2

DAIRY
cheese
milk eggs
meats

COLD MEAL

peanut butter
jam

SWEET-

NOT ALWAYS NEEDED

NOT HEALTHY

nuts, crisps

PROTEIN

HEALTHY

-DAILY USE-
pt-0.87
———meat-

P2-0.81

fish

COMPLETE MEAL
fruit VITAMIN

rice WARM
potatoes

all level, a correlation coefficient that relates purely to level to would
be approximately equal to 0.87*0.84-0.73. Of course, such considerations
are not mathematical truths; they merely serve as a guideline to develop an
intuitive idea about the interpretation of a correspondence analysis
solution of a (usually rather messy) data set. Following this line of
reasoning we can conclude that in figure 2 the value of p2 is higher than
0.73, indicating that it points to a mix of first and second level splits.
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7. The treatment of attributes in correspondence analysis

A standard method in correspondence n̂alysis is the use of supplementary
elements. Supplementing adjectives in a brand configuration has een
discussed by Carrol et al (1986) extensively. Generally speaking, we have
an mxn table P on which correspondence analysis is applied. This leads to
an optimal representation of the rows and columns in a low dimensional
subspace. There may be, however, extra columns in a table Ps, that we want
to place in this subspace, but that should not determine this subspace.
This is exactly the case in our situation of stimuli and attributes. We can
construct an additional matrix of attributes by branches of zeroes and
ones, where '!' denotes the presence and '0' the absence of an attribute at
a certain branch. Then the attributes are placed in the space of the
stimuli by calculating for each attribute the average score over the
branches per factor and divide by the value of p per factor, like in the
transition formulae (5) and (6).

The interpretation of adding attributes is that, although they do not
determine the configuration of the stimuli, they (may) give an explanation why
that particular configuration is found. This is clearly illustrated by figure
2. The correspondence analysis is applied only to the food categories (and, of
course, the branches) and afterwards the positions of the attributes are
calculated. The interpretation is similar to ordinary correspondence analysis
in which rows and columns are related. The directions from the origin of the
attributes are axes is which their properties increase. The farther an
attribute is placed from the origin, the more the increase. Thus we see that
the vertical axis corresponds very strongly with the attribute 'dairy',
somewhat less with 'cold meal' and 'protein' and is opposed to 'not always
needed', 'vitamin' and 'warm'. The dimension 'healthy' vs. 'not healthy' is
placed diagonal in the plane from the right upper corner to the left lower
corner. Note that correspondence analysis on a table of stimuli by attributes
does not necessarily give the same results. Then, distances between stimuli
have to be interpreted as differences in attributes instead of differences in
grouping. When, however, the attributes completely cover the reasons for
splitting (which is difficult to realize in practice), then one may expect
similar outcomes.
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Figure 3. Example of the horseshoe: 40 products grouped according to perceived
quality, factor 1 and 2.

*9*3

*34

*5 *7
*8

*40

*35

*22 *36

*24

*6

*32

*29
*25

*28

*10

*14
*33

*31*30

*26
*39 ̂ -0.93

*13

*19

*12

*21 *20

*17
*18*5

"16

*37
*27
*38
*2
*1

*23

P
2»0.76
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8. The horseshoe effect *

There are cases in which the horseshoe effect may arise with natural
grouping. When the respondents are explicitly instructed to group the
stimuli according to some ordinal criterion there is a natural ordering in
the data. An example is a set of 40 products that are grouped according to
perceived quality. Intuitively it is clear that we can reorder the branches
from highest quality to lowest quality; then the ones in the matrix are
concentrated round the diagonal. The value of pl shows that there is a high
agreement among the respondents with respect to the ordering. The second
factor can be interpreted only in conjunction with the first factor. It
shows that the there is less agreement on products 10 and 26 than on the
other products. They are placed within the horseshoe, relatively close to
the origin.

9. Stability of the results

The stability of the results of correspondence analysis has different aspects.
One type of stability that we do not treat here is stability under change of
stimuli. Do we obtain similar results if we replace one or more stimuli by
others? The type of stability we do consider is the more traditional question
if we would have obtained the same results with an other sample of
respondents. Then two types of stability can be distinguished:

- stability of the solution (is the first factor still the first factor in
an other sample from the same population?)

- stability of the coordinates, given the solution (which corresponds to
calculating standard errors of the coordinates)

Given the complex nature of the data it is impossible to calculate exact
formulae to indicate stability. There are however a numerical alternatives to
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Table 2. Estimates and standard errors of the factors of
figure 3

P

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

1

estimate

0.93
1.27
1.26
-0.40
1.17
-0.68
-0.76
-0.13
-0.62
-0.44
0.46
0.47
1.13
-1.07
0.82
-1.20
1.09
-1.19
-1.22
-1.10
-1.08
-1.18
-1.00
1.30
-1.00
0.26
0.63
1.23
0.76
0.43
0.91
0.85
-0.81
0.86
-0.41
-0.93
-0.92
1.21
1.24
1.00
-0.55

Factor

standard
error
0.01
0.06
0.06
0.13
0 .05
0.15
0.11
0.27
0.18
0.11
0.21
0.24
0.07
0.06
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.07
0.06
0.21
0.31
0.08
0.18
0.14
0.09
0.14
0.06
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.12
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.26

*

2
estimate

0.76
0.93
0.87
-1.06
0.48
-0.74
-0.59
-0.72
-0.68
-1.08
-0.39
-0.73
0.36
0.05
-0.51
1.53
0.23
1.49
1.57
0.24
1.05
1.05
-0.32
1.04
-0.10
-0.76
-0.01
0.76
-0.55
-0.82
-0.34
-0.34
-0.41
-0.43
-0.91
-0.49
-0.36
0.66
0.78
-0.07
-0.62

standard
error
0.01
*

0.29
0.25
0.17
0.30
0.32
0.25
0.22
0.30
0.23
0.45
0.26
0.22
0.35
0.28
0.33
0.26
0.33
0.34
0.27
0.24
0.20
0.22
0.27
0.15
0.28
0.51
0.27
0.32
0.13
0.30
0.32
0.17
0.36
0.29
0.26
0.29
0.36
0.24
0.45
0.29
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calculate stability. The most common ones are the jackknife and the bootstrap.
The jackknife is based on recalculating the results leaving out one
respondent. This procedure is repeated until each respondent has been left out
once. Based on these results, standard errors of the coordinates are
calculated, see e.g. Miller (1974). The bootstrap (Efron, 1979) is based on
the same idea. Instead of leaving out one respondent a time, from the
original sample a new sample of the same size is drawn with replacement on
which correspondence analysis is applied. This procedure is repeated a
number of times. Again, standard errors are calculated, indicating the
stability of the results.

The results of the bootstrap procedure are illustrated by two examples. The
first example is typical of a very stable solution. They are the coordinates
of the horseshoe of figure 3. This figure is based on only 9 respondents.
Considering this small data set, most standard errors are surprisingly low.
This confirms our practical experience that in a lot of areas only few
respondents are required to obtain quite a stable picture. There are, however,
exceptions to this rule. In figure 4 an example is given of the grouping of
TV-messages by the government. The values of px and p2 are almost equal,
which means that factor 1 and 2 are very instable with respect to rotation.
In a slightly different sample factor 1 could become factor 2 and vice
versa. This leads to high standard errors as can be seen in the columns
"unrotated standard error". In such situations the instability can partly
be removed by rotation of the bootstrap samples until it is as close as
possible to the solution of the original sample. The results of this
procedure are shown in the columns "rotated standard errors" of table 3. In
this example, the reduction of standard errors is very small: the average
unrotated standard error is 0.277; rotated it is 0.252. Apparently, the
first two factors are also very unstable compared to the other factors
(this can also be concluded from the values p3-0.602 and p4»0.586).
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Figure 4. Correspondence analysis of TV-messages by the Dutch government,
factor 1 and 2

*ail groups

*ADJUST YOUR SPEED

*NORTH-SOUTH
*BREATH ANALYSIS

*ALCOHOL DESTROYS

*noisy *appeals

*ACID
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Table 3. Estimates and standard errors of the factors of figure 4
Factor Factor 2

estim. unrot. rotated
st. err, st. err.

estim. unrot. rotated
st. err. st. err.

p
Acid rain
Car tax
AIDS
Adjust your speed
Fishing license
Hoist in the house
Breath analysis
Learning at work
Alcohol destroys
Radiation
Dangerous noise
North- south
Pension

0.64
0.85
-0.70
0.87
-0.73
-0.55 »
0.75
-0.46
-0.47
-0.15
0.84
0.63
-0.48
-0.41

0.01
0.33
0.27
0.50
0.63
0.52
0.82
0.34
0.43
0.43
0.38
0.51
0.68
0.60

0.01
0.19
0.17
0.34
0.55
0.36
0.55
0.35
0.31
0.29
0.24
0.37
0.37
0.43

0.63
-0.62
0.13
-0.33
-0.73
0.78
0.96
-0.44
-0.09
-0.60
-0.12
0.25
-0.49
1.31

0.01
0.60
0.25
0.52
0.44
0.66
0.68
0.56
0.21
0.58
0.43
0.31
0.36
0.91

0.02
0.65
0.33
0.47
0.76
0.64
0.80
0.65
0.33
0.40
0.45
0.36
0.62
1.02

10. Conclusion

Natural grouping may serve many purposes as it is an alternative to both
quantitative and qualitative research. Like a qualitative method it can be
used in the exploratory stage of a project to get to know the research area,
generate hypotheses and items to be used in a questionnaire in a later stage,
Simply watching how the respondents perform the natural grouping task may be
very illuminating for product managers or scientists who need to obtain
direct experience of how individuals view the research area. More specific
applications are image research (see e.g. Kuijlen en Verhallen, 1988;
Verhallen, 1988), positioning of products, questionnaire development and
market segmentation.

There are many ways to obtain similarity matrices between the stimuli
that can be used for the input of a multidimensional scaling procedure. In
our opinion correspondence analysis is superior to the MDS approach for the
following reasons
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- the theory of correspondence analysis fits the tree representation of
natural grouping very well;

- the correlations provided by correspondence analysis have a meaningful
interpretation in terms of natural grouping;

- correspondence analysis has an elegant way of including attributes in
the analysis.

It is possible to obtain interesting and relevant results by both simple
and more sophisticated analysis techniques, even when the data are
grouped in a completely different way by different individuals. Therefore
we think that natural grouping is a powerful new tool in market research.
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.

In this appendix we give a sketch of the proof of theorem 2. First a more
general lemma is given, which can be applied to the particular case of a
regular tree. For simplicity, we show the proof for a regular tree of level
3, which is easy to generalize to an arbitrary level k. The lemma shows
what happens to the factors of correspondence analysis if we add to table
P an extra row IpJ^} that contains a distribution which is equal to the
marginal distribution, i.e. p£j/p*0+*"P+ j •
Lemma 1. Let (g(1), h(1), px), (g(2), h(2), p2), ... be the factors of
correspondence analysis of table P - (Pij), i-1, ...,m; j-1, ...,n. Let P*v
be ( P i j ) , i-0, . . . , m ; j-1, . . . , n with p£^p i^ ( l -pj+) , i-1, . . . , m ; j-1,
. . . , n, and Poja"Po+P£j • Then the fc-th factor of correspondence analysis to
P* is ( g * < k > , h * < k > , pj) with g* ( k )«-gik )(l-p0 + r*, i-1, . . . , m , g£ ( k )-0,
h! ( k ) «h$ k ) , 1-1, . . . ,n and PV-PV (3

Proof. From the fact that g(k), h(k) and pk satisfy the transition formulae
(5) and (6) with respect to P, it is easily verified that g*(k), h*(k) and
p*k also satisfy (5) and (6) with respect to P*. Hence it follows that
g*(k) , h*(k) and p£ are a factor in correspondence analysis of P*.

Now let us look at a regular tree of level 3. We will not attempt to
give the exact general proof, which is rather tedious, but give a sketch
of the ideas behind the proof. At level 3 there are 8 groups of stimuli.
Without loss of generality we may assume there are 8 single stimuli,
which are split according to the matrix M, see exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1. Shape of the matrices M and N

stimulus

M -

12345678
11110000
00001111
11000000
00110000
10000000
01000000
00100000
00010000
00001100
00000011
00001000
00000100
00000010
00000001

12345678
11110000 } N3
00001111 J
11000000 >
00110000 [• N2
00001100
00000011 J

N - 10000000 ^
01000000
00100000
00010000
00001000
00000100
00000010

" NI

00000001 J
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Because correspondence analysis is invariant under reordering of the
categories of a table, we change the order of the rows of M and obtain N.
Now consider Nx, the lower part of N. This is the identity matrix.
Correspondence analysis of NJ yields y^- ... -p7-l. Any orthonormal
matrix of g- and h-vectors is a solution to correspondence analysis of
Nx. We take the first factor such that it separates the stimuli {1234}
and {5678}: hi1>-hil>-hi1)-hJ1) and ĥ -ĥ -hĵ -ĥ  . The
second factor separates {12} and {34}: hi2)-h^2)' h£2)-h£2) and
h£2)-h£2)-h$2)-t42)-0. Continuing this way we let factor 4 separate
stimuli 1 and 2: h£4)- ... -h£A)-0. Now factor 4 depends only on the
first two stimuli and concerns the right upper corner matrix

L 0 1 J t
of Nx. When we add an extra row (1 1) to this matrix (equal to the
marginal distribution) we may apply lemma 1, which says that
correspondence analysis results in p4-(l/2)*. The same holds for p5, p6
and p7 when the complete matrix N2 is added to Nx. When we add matrix N3
to (NX,N2) application of lemma 1 yields by the same argument
p2-p3-(2/3)* and pA-p5-p6-p7-(l/3)*. The value of px-l is not affected by
addition of N2 and N3 to Nx.
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